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Enhancement of the skyrmionic excitations due to the suppression of Zeeman energy
by optical orientation of nuclear spins
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An effective experimental method for compensation of Zeeman energy of two-dimensional~2D! electrons
based on optical pumping of nuclear spins is proposed and used to enhance skyrmionic excitations under
conditions of integer and fractional quantum Hall effect. We demonstrate that photoexcitation by circularly
polarized light can result in a strong spin orientation of nuclei along~or against! the direction of the external
magnetic field and that the energy of the hyperfine contact interaction between 2D electrons and optically
oriented nuclear spins can be comparable to the electronic Zeeman energy. It is shown that a compensation of
the Zeeman energy by the hyperfine interaction at fixed magnetic field results in an enhancement of skyrmionic
excitations and the dependence of the skyrmionic radius as a function of the ratio between Zeeman and
Coulomb energies is measured. A strong increase of the skyrmion radius is observed forEZ /EC,0.005, and
the quenching of the skyrmion atEZ /EC50.01160.001 is established. Strong electron-nuclear coupling was
used for optical detection of the nuclear magnetic resonance from the variation of the polarized luminescence
intensity.@S0163-1829~99!12527-X#
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the spin polarization of the groun
state of a two dimensional~2D! electron system in perpen
dicular magnetic field is defined by a competition betwe
the single-particle Zeeman energyEZ5mBgB and the many-
body energy of Coulomb interactionEC5e2/e l B ~where
mB-the Bohr radius,g-electronicg factor, B-magnetic field,
e- dielectric constant, andl B-the magnetic length!. This was

well established both theoretically1,2 and experimentally3–5

for the ground states of different fractional Quantum H
effect ~FQHE! states in the extreme quantum limit. Th
value of the ratio between Zeeman and Coulomb ener
EZ /EC was especially important for observation of the ne
collective-charged excitations in 2D-electron system, wh
are called skyrmions~or spin texture excitations!.6,7 Skyrmi-
onic excitation describes a macroscopically large distort
of the electronic spins in the vicinity of filling factorn51.
According to theory, the ground state of a 2D-electron s
tem is fully spin polarized atn51, however a small devia
tion from n51 results in a strong spin depolarization of t
system. The ground state of the system with one additio
~to n51) spin-reversed electron does not correspond t
single-flipped spin, but involves a smooth rotation of the s
field from antiparallel to a parallel spin, which is spread ov
a macroscopic sizeRlB . Therefore a characteristic feature
skyrmions is a narrow peak in the filling-factor dependen
of the electron-spin polarization in the vicinity ofn51. The
size of the skyrmionR ~measured in units of magneti
length! can be determined from the width~or shape! of this
peak. Such dependencies were experimentally observe8,9

however some controversy10 exists due to the results ob
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2554~7!/$15.00
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tained by different methods and further investigations
necessary. It follows from theory that the size of this sp
texture excitation~skyrmion! is a strong function of the pa
rameterEZ /EC and for zero Zeeman energy its size wou
be infinitely large.6 Therefore, to enhance skyrmionic excit
tions and to unambiguously detect them experimentally
would need to use a method of controllable change of Z
man energy, which allows to suppress it down to zero.

There are several methods to reduce the Zeeman en
of electrons in GaAs.11,12All these methods are based on th
influence of the band structure of GaAs on the bare Landg
factor of electrons. The value of the electronicg factor in
GaAs isg520.44 ~Ref. 13! and it is defined by the band
structure of the material~mainly by the energies of the ban
gap and of the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band14!.
These energies can be changed by hydrostatic pressure12 or
by quantum confinement.15 For example, to achieve the limi
of g50, one should apply rather strong hydrostatic press
of about 20 kbars~Ref. 12! or to use very narrow quantum
wells with a width of 5.5 nm.15 However, a modification of
the band structure under the pressure results in a strong
crease of the concentration of 2D electrons due to co
sponding changes of the band-gap and chemical-pote
level. For example, in our samples with highest concen
tion of 2D electrons measured at zero pressure under illu
nation (ns5631011 cm22), the electron density decreases
times atP510 kbars and drops to zero at 20 kbars~see also
Ref. 16!. Such a strong decrease of the electron concen
tion is accompanied by an even stronger reduction of e
tron mobility ~also several times and more!, so that the sys-
tems with and without pressure become hardly compara
Similar problems appear for narrow quantum wells, in whi
the mobility of 2D electrons is more than one order of ma
2554 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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nitude lower, as compared to conventional single heteroju
tions. Since a rather weak disorder is enough to destroy C
lomb correlation effects in the 2D-electron system, t
gradual reduction of the quality of a sample is not accepta
to study skyrmionic effects, and an alternative method t
would allow us to suppress Zeeman energy without chang
the electron density and mobility is necessary.

In the present paper, we propose such a method, whic
based on compensation of the Zeeman energy by the hy
fine interaction between 2D electrons and the optica
oriented nuclear spins of Ga and As. A high degree of s
orientation of nuclei is achieved by optical pumping wi
circularly polarized light. We show that under these con
tions the hyperfine energy is comparable with the Zeem
energy~both of about 1-2 K in the range of relevant ma
netic fields! and therefore an effective compensation, as w
as an enhancement, of the Zeeman energy can be obta
At the same time, we extract the degree of the electron-s
polarization from the degree of circular polarization of t
light emitted in the recombination between 2D electrons a
photoexcited holes bound to acceptors. Using this techni
we unambiguously demonstrate that a suppression of
Zeeman energy results in a sharp enhancement of the s
mionic effects, whereas in the opposite case such eff
completely disappear. As anin situ experimental test, we
optically detect nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!, which
indicates the importance of the electron-nuclear coupling.
nally, we investigate a detailed dependence of the skyrm
size as a function of the parameterEZ /EC .

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In the present paper, we present the results obtained
several low-density @ns5(0.3622.4)31011 cm22# and
high-quality

@electron mobility m5~0.923!3106 cm2/Vs]

GaAs/AlxGa12xAs single heterojunctions with ad-doped
monolayer of Be acceptors (nA523109 cm22) located in
the wide (1 mm) GaAs buffer layer at a distance of 30 n
from the interface.17 In all samples, a variation of concentra
tion of 2D electrons was performed by use of a top gate.
photoexcitation, we used pulses from a tunable Ti-sapp
~the wavelength was close to 780 nm! laser with a duration
of 20 ns, peak power of 102421022 W/cm2, and frequency
of 1042106 Hz. Luminescence spectra were detected b
gatable photon counting system with a spectral resolution
0.03 meV. To analyze circular polarization of the lumine
cence signal at low temperatures~down to 300 mK!, we used
a three-fiber optical system with 3 quarter wave plates~for
each fiber! located on one linear polarizer in liquid helium
near the sample. One fiber was used for measurements os1

ands2 components of the luminescence and two additio
fibers were used for excitation by circularly polarized lig
~one for left-hand polarization and another for right-hand p
larization with respect to direction of light propagation!. All
three fibers were focused on the same spot of the sam
which was defined by a mask. A change of the direction
the external magnetic field (B), necessary for analysis o
circular polarization of luminescence, was accompanied
the corresponding change of input fiber in order to keep
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same optical orientation of nuclear spins~parallel or antipar-
allel! with respect toB. In this case, necessary verification
the power level was performed atB50. Measurements were
done in the temperature range of 0.3–1.8 K, and the part
lar temperature was chosen in accordance with the magn
field strength in order to realize a maximal sensitivity of o
optical method.10 For NMR measurements a RF coil wa
prepared around the sample, which provided the
magnetic-field-oriented perpendicular to the external m
netic field. Other details of experimental technique will
published elsewhere.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main idea of the optical pumping method develop
by Kastler18 is that optical excitation results in a selectiv
population in one of the degenerate, or nearly degene
sublevels coupled through an optical transition. The rea
for this is the anisotropy of optical excitation, caused by t
transversality of the electromagnetic wave. This anisotro
can be enhanced by using excitation light with linear or c
cular polarization. For example, in the case of photoexc
tion by circularly polarized light, the optical pumping wi
result in the angular momentum orientation. This is a dir
consequence of angular momentum conservation—when
larized photons are absorbed, their momentum is transfe
to the medium.

The method of optical pumping is quite universal and
a long time it was used to polarize isolated gas atoms
solid-state physics, this method was successfully introdu
by Lampel.19 Optical orientation in semiconductors20 is
based on the fact that in the process of the interband abs
tion of a photon, an electron in the conduction band an
hole in the valence band are generated, which have the
spin equal to the angular momentum of the absorbed pho
Photons with right (s1) or left (s2) circular polarization
have a projection of the angular momentum on the direct
of the wave vector equal to11 or 21, respectively. This
angular momentum is distributed between the photoexc
electron and hole in accordance with the selection ru
which are determined by the band structure of the semic
ductor. In III-V semiconductors~GaAs type! there are sev-
eral direct interband optical transitions near the center of
Brillouin zone allowed in the dipole approximation. The
are: two dipoles rotating clockwise and counterclockwise
the plane perpendicular to the wave vectork ~heavy hole
band to conduction-band transitions!, two dipoles oscillating
along the direction ofk and two dipoles rotating in the plan
perpendicular tok ~light-hole band to conduction-band tran
sitions!. It is important that transition-matrix elements defi
ing the intensities of the corresponding transitions are diff
ent for the optical processes involving heavy holes and li
holes. This result coincides with the results obtained by c
sidering the selection rules for optical transitions betwe
two atomic levels with angular momentumj 5 1

2 and j 5 3
2 .

Similar to the atomic physics selection rules, (s1) light is
emitted by u1 3

2 &˜u1 1
2 & and by u1 1

2 &˜u2 1
2 & transitions,

but the intensity of the first transition is 3 times higher th
of the second one. Therefore, in the case of excitation
right-hand polarized light, the ratio of the photoexcited ele
trons with spins1 1

2 and2 1
2 is equal to 3, yielding a degre
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2556 PRB 60I. V. KUKUSHKIN, K. v. KLITZING, AND K. EBERL
of electron spin polarization of 0.5.
Optical pumping of the nuclear spins is a two-st

process,20 which involves in the first step a spin polarizatio
of electrons by circularly polarized light~as described above!
and in the second step the electron-spin polarization is tr
ferred to the nuclear-spin system via the contact hyper
interaction, orienting the nuclear spins parallel to the op
cally induced electron-spin polarization. Orientation of t
nuclear spins results in a static effective nuclear magn
field ~proportional to the degree of nuclear orientatio!,
which in turn acts back on the electron system, changing
Zeeman splitting in the electron spectrum~Overhauser shift!.
It is important that the energy of the hyperfine interactio
which is usually very small@published maximal value is
about 1-2 K ~Refs. 20 and 21!#, may be comparable to
typical electronic Zeeman energy in GaAs~at B55 T EZ
51.5 K!. This fact gives an opportunity to control and m
nipulate the electron spin-splitting energy at a constant
ternal magnetic field and we use this method both to enha
and to suppress the Zeeman energy.

It has been shown in our previous work10 that, for then
52/3 FQHE state, an increase of the magnetic-field result
a rather sharp transition from a spin-unpolarized state in
spin-aligned ground state. The reason for this effect i
phase transition between two FQHE ground states with
ferent spin configurations, which is very sensitive to the ra
between Zeeman and Coulomb energies. We have stu
such spin transitions for all families of FQHE states a
these results will be published separately,22 however, in the
present paper we use such transitions to measure the int
nuclear magnetic field, which appears under optical pump
by circularly polarized light. In Fig. 1~a!, we show the
magnetic-field dependence of the electron-spin polariza
(ge) measured for 6 different samples~with additional varia-
tion of electron density by top gate! at fixed filling factorn
52/3. To measure the electron-spin polarization, we used
method proposed earlier,10 which is based on the analysis o
the degree of circular polarization (gL) of time-resolved ra-
diative recombination of 2D electrons with photoexcit
holes bound to acceptors. There are two independent rea
for the resulting circular polarization of the correspondi
luminescence. One reason is the spin polarization of the
system due to the Zeeman effect, which depends on the m
netic field and the temperature of the photoexcited holes~i.e.,
the population of different Zeeman sublevels!. The other rea-
son is the spin polarization of the 2D electrons, which d
pends on filling factor, temperature, and magnetic field. F
tunately, it is possible to derive the contribution of the ho
to the polarization of the luminescence separately by inv
tigating the emission from fully occupied Landau levels~at
n52,4,6 . . . and also well below the Fermi surface!, be-
cause in this case the electron system is spin-unpolarized
it does not influence the polarization of the radiati
recombination.10 It has been demonstrated that the spin p
larization of the hole system is defined only by the ratioB/T.
This statement makes the foundation of the proposed exp
mental technique and it is valid only for time-resolved me
surements in which a complete relaxation of the photo
cited holes down to the base temperature is provided. N
that the energy relaxation time of the photoexcited hole
rather short at high temperatures~about 2 ns atT54 K!, but
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at low temperatures the relaxation time strongly increas
and atT50.3 K it is close to 100 ns, so that rather long-tim
delays~300 ns! were necessary.10 Therefore, the degree o
polarization of the holes can be easily excluded from
polarization of luminescence, which yields in a direct cor
spondence betweengL andge for a fixed value ofB/T. As a
result, our procedure for the experimental determination
the degree of electron-spin polarization is the following: w
measure the degree of circular polarization of the lumin
cence at a fixed magnetic field and a fixed temperature
then we use the calibration dependence obtained in Ref
to determine the value ofge . The same procedure was re
peated for several other temperatures in order to optimize
procedure. Note that for enhancement of the sensitivity
our method, the temperature value was varied so tha
,B/T,5 (B and T are measured in Tesla and Kelvin
respectively!.10

FIG. 1. ~a! Magnetic field dependence of the spin polarization
2D-electron system at then5

2
3 FQHE state, measured from th

analysis of the degree of circular polarization of time-resolved
diative recombination of 2D electrons with photoexcited ho
bound to acceptors. The presented data were obtained from 6
ferent samples~corresponding data are shown by different symbo!
and additional variation of the electron concentration was achie
by use of front gate. For photoexcitation linearly polarized light
very low peak power (0.1 mW/cm2) was used. The variation of the
parameterEZ /EC with magnetic field is also shown.~b! Calibration
dependence~Ref. 10! of the ratioI 2 /I 1 on electron spin polariza-
tion ge , obtained forB/T53 (I 2 andI 1 are integrated intensities
of luminescence, measured ins2 and s1 polarizations, respec-
tively!. From the experimental valueI 2 /I 1512.560.1 ~shown on
the figure!, the value ofge50.5260.02 was derived. Typical time
resolved~delay time 300 ns! luminescence spectra measured ins2

ands1 polarizations forn5
2
3 , B52.26 T,T50.75 K are shown in

the inset.
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Typical time-resolved~with a delay of 300 ns! lumines-
cence spectra, recorded ins2 ands1 polarizations, and the
calibration curve, reflecting a direct correspondence betw
the degree of circular polarization of the luminescencegL
and the electron-spin polarization, are shown in Fig. 1~b!. It
is clear from this figure that for a fixed value ofB/T there is
a well defined interval of variation ofgL , which is defined
by the spin polarization of the holes. ForB/T53 this win-
dow corresponds to the interval of the ratiosI 2 /I 1 between
9.1 and 15.3@ I 2 and I 1 are integral intensities of lumines
cence, measured ins2 and s1 polarizations, respectively
andgL5(I 22I 1)/(I 21I 1)]. Within this interval, the ratio
I 2 /I 1 is almost a linear function ofge . ForB/T54 the low
and high limits ofI 2 /I 1 are: 18.0 and 26.5. After determin
ing the ratioI 2 /I 1 , we used the calibration curves obtain
for different values ofB/T and determinedge for a fixed
magnetic field and various temperatures. It was establis
that ge slightly increases with decreasing temperature,
saturates at low temperatures. This low temperature limi
ge is taken as the correct value. It follows from Fig. 1~b! that
the ratio I 2 /I 1 is very sensitive toge and for 1 percent
accuracy of determination ofI 2 /I 1 realized in our experi-
ment, it allows the measurement ofge with an uncertainty of
about 0.02~for B/T54 the uncertainty increases up to 0.03!.
Other details of this method were published in~Ref. 10!, but
it is necessary to emphasize that we specially investiga
the influence of the nuclear-spin orientation on the spin sp
ting of the neutral acceptor’s levels and that no observa
hyperfine coupling of the hole and nuclear spins was
tected. This is a rather natural result due to thep type of the
Bloch function in theG point of the valence band,20 which
gives us an opportunity to derive the electron-spin polari
tion from the degree of circular polarization of th
luminescence10 without modification of this method.

Figure 1~a! shows the magnetic-field dependence of
electron-spin polarization measured under a low-excita
intensity ~peak power density was less than 1023 W/cm2).
For this power level, we did not find any difference for bo
circularly and linearly polarized light being used for excit
tion. However, an increase of the power level results in
dramatic change in the electron-spin polarization for then
52/3 FQHE state, depending on the polarization of lig
used for excitation. In Fig. 2, we plot the power-density d
pendence of the spin polarization of 2D electrons, measu
for the n52/3 FQHE state in different magnetic fields an
under various photoexcitation conditions. Circles corresp
to excitation by circularly polarized light, whereas squa
correspond to excitation by linearly polarized light. One c
see from this figure, that in contrast to the case of excita
by linearly polarized light, which was almost ineffective
changing the electron-spin polarization, the application
circularly polarized light strongly influences the spin co
figuration of the 2D-electron system. We attribute this eff
to the optical orientation of the nuclear spins by circula
polarized light. This understanding is supported by the f
that the left- and right-hand circularly polarized light pr
duce opposite effects, as they orient nuclear spins in diffe
ways—parallel~open circles in Fig. 2! and antiparallel~filled
circles in Fig. 2! to the external magnetic field. An effectiv
internal nuclear field is then added or subtracted from
external magnetic field, giving rise to an enhancement
en
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suppression of the effective Zeeman energy, which result
a strong variation of the electron-spin polarization. Note t
in our system we have two types of electrons—these are
2D electrons, which exist without illumination~due to the
doping of AlxGa12xAs layer! and are located very close t
the interface~typical width is about of 10 nm!, and electrons
that are created in the GaAs buffer layer by absorption
photons within a length of about 1mm ~the penetration
length of light! and have rather small life time~1 ns! with
respect to the recombination with free photoexcited ho
The optical pumping process~both electronic and nuclear! is
only due to the spin orientation of the photoexcited electro
whereas the studied luminescence is due to the 2D electr
The process of nuclear-spin orientation by photoexcitatio
a rather slow process and requires considerable time~a few
seconds! to reach a saturation of the nuclear polarizatio
However, after being polarized, the nuclear-spin system
on the spins of 2D electrons, changing the degree of po
ization of the corresponding luminescence. The observed
crease of variation ofge with excitation power is due to an
increase of the degree of nuclear polarization, which is
fined by the intensity of photoexcitation. As for the resu
obtained for linearly polarized light, it is clear from Fig.
that its efficiency for nuclear polarization is very low an
gives rise to a small increase of Zeeman energy~in agree-
ment with previous investigations20!.

To estimate the internal nuclear-magnetic field (BN) cre-
ated under the optical pumping conditions, we studied
influence of optical pumping on the threshold dependen
shown in Fig. 1~a!, which is sensitive to the Zeeman energ
We analyzed such dependencies measured for then5 2

3

FQHE state~and also for other incompressible fraction
such asn5 3

5 ) under optical pumping conditions and foun
that, for all samples studied, there is a systematic shift in
dependencege(B), which is shown in Fig. 3 for different

FIG. 2. Power density dependence of the degree of electron-
polarization measured for then5

2
3 FQHE state in different externa

magnetic fields@~a! and ~b!# from the degree of polarization o
luminescence under different conditions of photoexcitations. O
circles ~squares! correspond to photoexcitation by circularly pola
ized light, which orients nuclear spins against~along! the direction
of the external magnetic field and filled circles correspond to ex
tation by linearly polarized light.
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excitation powers. It is clear from this figure, that optic
orientation of nuclear spins against the external magn
field results in a shift of the threshold to higher magne
fields, whereas nuclear spin orientation along the magn
field shifts the dependence to lower fields. The amplitude
this shift is a measure of the internal nuclear-magnetic fie
and illustrates that it could be as high as 1–3 T under str
pumping conditions. However, to determine the exact va
of BN we took into account the change of Coulomb energy
a function of magnetic field and determined an effective Z
man energy from the value of the electron spin polarizat
and calibration dependence@shown in Fig. 1~a! for n5 2

3 ].
Note that this internal nuclear-magnetic fieldBN acts only on
spins of electrons, but not on their orbital motion. As a che
of the procedure we have measured the values ofBN using
the calibration curves obtained for different fractional sta
and found that the values ofBN derived from all fractions
were in agreement with each other.

An explanation of the observed shifts in the dependen
of ge(B) under optical pumping conditions by the electro
nuclear interaction requires a more direct experimental v
fication of the importance of the coupling between 2D el
trons and nuclei. In order to obtain a direct confirmation
such coupling we developed method of optical detection
nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!, which is based on
analysis of the time-resolved radiative recombination of
electrons with photoexcited holes bound to acceptors.
advantage of this method, in comparison with conventio
NMR detection scheme, is that it is selective for nuclei
cated in the vicinity of the 2D channel. A depolarization
nuclear spins under conditions of the NMR saturation,
stroys the internal nuclear field and results in the variation
the electron-spin polarization. As a consequence, the in
sity of radiative recombination of 2D electrons with phot

FIG. 3. The influence of optical pumping on the threshold d
pendencege~B!, ~similar to the one shown on Fig. 1!, measured for
the n5

2
3 FQHE state under different excitation powers. The var

tion of electron-spin polarization obtained under optical orientat
of nuclear spins against~along! external magnetic field is shown b
open circles~squares!.
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excited holes measured in a dominating circular polarizat
will also vary in accordance with a change of electron-s
polarization. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! we show the optically
detected NMR, which was measured for different nuclei a
isotopes (As75, Ga69, and Ga71) in various magnetic fields
and sweep rates of the RF field. It is clear from these figu
that in order to record a correct NMR curve, it was necess
to use rather slow sweep ratesdF/dt, which indicates rather
long relaxation times in the nuclear system. Optically d
tected NMR is not only a direct evidence of a stro
electron-nuclear coupling, but also an illustration of a
markable property of the optical-spin orientation metho
which gives the possibility to monitor both the electron- a
the nuclear-spin polarization. We were able also to meas
the Knight shift using the above mentioned possibility
change under different optical pumping conditions~orienting
nuclear spins along or against the external magnetic fie!,
from the completely polarized to the unpolarized spin st
for n5 2

3 . This shift is a change of the nuclear-spin-splittin
energy due to electron-nuclear coupling and the variation
electron-spin polarization. The value of the Knight shi
measured atB54.2T for n5 2

3 from our optically detected
NMR was about 17 KHz, which is in reasonable agreem
with the data reported in Ref. 8. In addition, NMR was al
detected in our samples for luminescence lines correspo
ing to donor-acceptor recombination in the GaAs buf
layer, which is an indication of a strong nuclear polarizati
not only at the interface, but also in a rather thick~1 mm)
layer of bulk GaAs.

In Fig. 5, we plot the dependence of the internal nucle
magnetic field on the excitation power. The data were

-

-
n FIG. 4. Nuclear magnetic resonance@As75~a! and Ga69, Ga71

~b!#, optically detected as a variation of the luminescence inten
~detection ins2 polarization! as a function of RF frequency, mea
sured in different magnetic fields and for different sweep ra
(dF/dt) of RF field under optical pumping, which oriented nucle
spins against the external magnetic field.
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tained for the same gated sample at different fixed exte
magnetic fields under the condition of optical pumpin
which orients nuclear spins againstBEXT . To measure this
dependence at fixedBEXT we changed the concentration
2D electrons in order to obtain different fractional states
this magnetic field, and, finally, used the corresponding c
bration curves for determination of the nuclear field. T
results obtained for different FQHE states were in a go
agreement with each other. As shown in Fig. 5, by us
strong optical pumping, we were able to achieve a high le
of nuclear-spin orientation that creates an internal nucle
magnetic field as high as 4 T. Interestingly, we have
served a saturation of the nuclear field as a function of o
cal power and it was not possible to getBN higher than
BEXT . A possibility to obtain experimentally such a stron
BN is usually provided by the localization of photoexcite
electrons on donor impurities, since the nuclear orienta
will take place mainly around these donor impurities~within
their Bohr radius!. In our case, a similar enhancement mo
probably appears due to the confinement of photoexc
electrons in the potential well near the interface~an electric
field in a buffer layer attracts photoexcited electrons to
interface, increasing their local concentration and theref
nuclear orientation efficiency!. Additional localization of
photoexcited electrons in the plane may arise due to an
tractive ~for excitons! potential of the neutral acceptor lo
cated in thed layer near the interface. The binding energy
the exciton to a neutral acceptor is about 2 meV and
corresponding Bohr radius is about 30 nm. Therefore, in
case the internal nuclear-magnetic field can be rather non
form, reaching such high values only in the vicinity of a
ceptor centers. However, since our method is based on
cally probing the 2D electrons exactly around these acce
centers, it allows polarization measurements with compen
tion of the Zeeman energy by hyperfine interaction.

The possibility to suppress Zeeman energy by the opt
orientation of nuclear spins against the external magn
field was used to enhance skyrmionic effects in the vicin
of n51. Figure 6~a! shows the filling-factor dependence
the electron-spin polarization, measured for the same sam
aroundn51 (BEXT53.4 T! under different conditions o
optical pumping. In this figure we present data obtained b
without (BN50) and with rather strong nuclear optical or
entation (BN521.0, 21.6, and22.2 T!, with nuclear spins
being aligned againstBEXT . It is obvious from the figure tha

FIG. 5. Power dependence of the internal nuclear-magnetic
BN , appearing due to optical pumping by circular light, measu
in one of the gated samples in different external magnetic field
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an increase of the strength of the nuclear-field results i
decrease of electron-spin polarization in the vicinity ofn
51, and a very narrow peak of spin polarization atn51 was
observed at the highest negativeBN . This peak is a charac
teristic feature of the skyrmion, which gives an opportun
to quantify the parameters of these topological textures
the theory,7 the size of a skyrmion,R ~measured in units of
magnetic length! can be measured directly from the filling
factor dependence of the electron spin polarization,ge(n).
According to Ref. 7, forn,1dge /dn52R, whereas forn
.1, dge /dn522(R11). Figure 6~b! shows also the
filling-factor dependence ofdge /dn, from which we deter-
mine the size of the skyrmionR ~the value ofR was obtained
from the amplitude of discontinuity ofdge /dn at n51) and
its variation under suppression of Zeeman energy~the corre-
sponding values of the parameterEZ /EC are indicated on the
right figure!. Note that values ofR derived from then.1
andn,1 regions are close to each other, which illustrate
self-consistency of the obtained results. It is also necessa
mention that the small values ofR ~like R50.15) obtained in
such a procedure most probably indicate that no skyrmio
formed ~since smooth rotation of spins in skyrmion requir
rather largeR), however, in order to compare results me
sured in different experimental conditions, we apply t
same formal procedure and derive the corresponding va
of R.

Finally, we have used the described method to meas
the basic dependence of the skyrmion sizeR as a function the
parameterEZ /EC , which was varied by optical orientatio
of the nuclear spins. In Fig. 7, we plot this dependen
R(EZ /EC), measured for different samples from the amp
tude of discontinuity ofdge /dn around n51. It is clear
from this figure, that the size of a skyrmion rapidly grows
the Zeeman energy vanishes and, in contrast, the skyrm
quenches if the parameterEZ /EC reaches a value close t
0.01160.001. These observations are in a contradiction w

ld
d FIG. 6. The dependence of the degree of electron-spin polar
tion ge ~a! and its derivativedge /dn ~b! on filling factor, measured
for a sample with electron concentration 8.231010 cm22 under
different conditions of optical pumping, which resulted in vario
internal nuclear fields:BN50, 21.0, 21.6, and22.2 T. Negative
values ofBN correspond to nuclear-spin orientation against exter
magnetic field. The size of the skyrmionR was directly measured
from the amplitude of discontinuity ofdge /dn for different values
of the ratio EZ /EC ~indicated on right figure!: R50.160.3 for
EZ /EC50.0108; R51.060.3 for EZ /EC50.0077; R52.160.3
for EZ /EC50.0058;R54.860.3 for EZ /EC50.0038.
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some previous results,8,9 which were obtained for theg5
20.44 case~in these publications values ofR5223 were
measured forEZ /EC50.01520.018), but they are in rathe
good quantitative agreement with the results obtained
vanishingg factor11 ~skyrmionic effects in this work were
significant only forEZ /EC,0.004). A possible explanatio
of the apparent discrepancy between our data and the re
reported in Refs. 8 and 9 could be due to uncontrolla
optically induced nuclear-spin polarization, which also co
pensated Zeeman energy and resulted in the enhanceme
the skyrmionic excitation or due to heating effects.10

FIG. 7. The dependence of the skyrmion sizeR ~in units of
magnetic length! on the ratio between Zeeman and Coulomb en
gies EZ /EC , measured for different samples~shown by different
symbols! under variation of the Zeeman energy by optical orien
tion of the nuclear spins. Typical error bars are indicated.
ys
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SUMMARY

In summary, we have developed an effective experime
method for compensation of the Zeeman energy of 2D e
trons based on optical pumping of nuclear spins, which w
used to enhance skyrmionic excitations. We have dem
strated that photoexcitation by circularly polarized light c
result in a strong spin orientation of nuclei both along a
against the direction of the external magnetic field and t
the energy of the hyperfine interaction between 2D electr
and optically oriented nuclear spins is close to the electro
Zeeman energy. A compensation of Zeeman energy by
perfine interaction at fixed magnetic field results in an eff
tive enhancement of the skyrmionic excitations aroundn
51 and the dependence of the skyrmionic radius as a fu
tion of the ratio between Zeeman and Coulomb energies
measured. We demonstrated that the skyrmion quenche
size atEZ /EC50.01160.001. A method of optical detectio
of NMR is suggested and realized, which is based on
analysis of the circular polarization of time-resolved rad
tive recombination of 2D electrons with photoexcited ho
bound to acceptors.
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